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1. SUMMARY 

Economic development stems mainly from the private sector. This is particularly true in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), where it makes up almost 80 % of total capability to 
employ. The German development bank (KfW) aims to help micro, small, and medium 
enterprises (MSMEs) to stabilise and develop as part of a cooperation project between 
Germany and DRC. To achieve this, it is absolutely vital to improve access to financing.  

In order to establish dialogue between the financial institutions (banks, microfinance 
institutions, and credit unions) which are again starting to emerge and entrepreneurs, KfW has 
developed a forum to bring them together. The idea is to give entrepreneurs the chance to 
express the reality in which they operate. Since lack of dialogue is one of the main causes of a 
lack of understanding between enterprises and financial institutions, it seemed pertinent to 
provide entrepreneurs with the information and starting points they require in order to develop 
themselves.  

Due to the success of the first forum held in 2011, KfW decided to repeat the event at the 
Protestant University of the Congo (UPC) in Kinshasa on 29 June 2012 in collaboration with 
the Congolese-German Centre for Microfinance (CCAM) and the RDC Enterprise 
Développement (RDCED). The aim is to make this a regular event in the economic calendar 
of Kinshasa.  

More than 400 guests responded to their invitation, some of whom had attended the event the 
previous year. They included almost 300 business people as well as about 100 
representatives of financial institutions. Authority figures from within the Congolese 
government also participated, including representatives of the Directorate General of Taxation 
(DGI) and the Ministry of Industry and Small and Medium Enterprises (IPME). The private 
sector was represented by professional training centres and the Federation of Congolese 
Enterprises (FEC). Lastly, several embassy officials and representatives of development 
institutions participated in the event. 

Primarily, the forum consists of a series of workshops. This year, the four topics were 
"Improving your enterprise", "Understanding the business climate", "Choosing a bank" and 
"Pulling together". The panellists from the various fields presented the situation at hand and 
then answered questions posed by the business people. The presentations were kept short in 
order to enable plenty of time for dialogue between the representatives of the financial 
institutions, the state, the federations, the training centres and the business people. In addition 
to the workshops, the guests were able to visit stands manned by representatives from 
financial institutions, training centres, and associations. 

This document reports on the organisation and realisation of the forum and draws certain 
conclusions for future forums. For more information, please visit the following internet site: 
www.forum-aaf.org 
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2. CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

2.1 General background 

Micro, small and medium enterprises support numerous economies around the world. They 
are an essential source of economic growth, dynamism and flexibility in both industrialised 
countries and emerging/developing economies. In the case of the DRC, the private sector is 
characterised by a large number of MSMEs, which make up more than 60 % of household 
incomes. The vast majority of these enterprises operate in the informal sector. 

However, there are still too few initiatives enabling MSMEs to develop. MSMEs are thus 
confronted with a number of problems: How to access financing which would allow them to 
grow, how to develop their products and services, and how to stabilise themselves. 

Without a doubt, external financing is vital in order for MSMEs to extend and develop their 
activities. Taking into account the fact that many MSMEs are born out of an idea formulated by 
one or two people who go on to invest their own funds, it is evident that such enterprises will 
need a loan at some point. All growing MSMEs will experience a moment when they require 
investment in order to develop or launch new innovations.  

In the DRC today, the difficulties encountered by MSMEs when they attempt to access 
financing seem to be primarily due to a lack of information and training. Two studies 
conducted by KfW in 20011 – "Entrepreneurs’ Challenges to Access Credit in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo" and "Financial Institutions’ Challenges to Provide Credit in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo" – clearly show that the establishment of information and 
support services for MSMEs constitutes a major contributing factor to the improvement of their 
situation with regards to problems accessing finance.  

As for the financial institutions, they state a primary need to be able to determine the capacity 
of enterprises to pay back their loans. However, if enterprises possess such management 
tools at all, these tools do not adequately meet the need of the financial institutions. 

Furthermore, in addition to problems relating to insufficient management measures and 
difficulties working with financial institutions, enterprises must cope with the challenges of the 
complex regulations of government institutions pertaining to taxes, duties and legal provisions, 
which can often leave them feeling powerless. It would certainly seem that these difficulties 
are largely due to a lack of information on the part of entrepreneurs. 

Following the success of the 1st forum of 2 July 2011, KfW – in partnership with the RDC 
Enterprise Développement (RDCED) and the Congolese-German Centre for Microfinance 
(CCAM) at the Protestant University of the Congo (UPC) – decided to repeat the event in 
2012. The main conclusions of the 2011 event were upheld: (1) Keep the entrepreneur at the 
heart of the event and give him the necessary space to express himself. (2) Ensure qualified 
contributors who are open to constructive debate. (3) Allow time for guests to visit the stands 
so that they can make personal contacts. 
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2.2. Methodology 

The 2nd "Access to finance" forum aimed to unite entrepreneurs and the support structures 
they need, whether these be financial institutions, training and information organisations, or 
any other sector participant interested in attending the forum. Furthermore, the Congolese 
Government as the guardian of the business environment is also an important actor with 
regard to this forum. 

The location chosen was the CCAM, which is situated within the grounds of the UPC. The 
CCAM plays an important role in the world of microfinance in the DRC. Moreover, holding the 
event at this location meant that the interest of the students of the CCAM could be sparked 
and that they would have the chance to meet some of the actors in the Congolese financial 
sector. 

The proposed date was at the end of the university year when students are still at university 
but about to start their holidays, i.e. during the quiet season. Since the aim was to establish 
the forum as a regular event in the economic life of Kinshasa, it made sense to keep to 
approximately the same date each year. As a general rule, Saturday is the best day, since it's 
easier for business people to find the time to attend than on a weekday.  

The approach was intended to attract around 300 micro, small and medium enterprises as 
well as representatives of financial institutions etc., making a total of around 400 participants. 

To ensure that the participants and representatives of institutions had a genuine interest in the 
subject-matter of the forum, they were asked to make a token payment of five dollars in order 
to attend. Also, any institutions wishing to hire a stand were required to pay one hundred 
dollars. It has been demonstrated that forums and training courses which are completely free 
have less impact than those where a financial contribution is required. The fact that 
participants have to pay to take part makes them put some thought into whether they are 
genuinely interested in the topics being discussed. In addition, contributors are motivated by 
the fact that their audience was willing to pay to listen to them. This makes talks all the more 
interesting. Nevertheless, in a country where a daily expenses allowance is frequently paid for 
training, it is a challenge to convince entrepreneurs to pay to take part in an event of this kind. 
That's why we're so proud of the success of this forum. 

An important feature of the 2nd event was the media coverage. For the wider public, the 
media campaign started about two weeks before the event. Since this forum was targeted at 
entrepreneurs, they were also the focus of the media campaign. As a result, the preferred 
communication methods were radio and the distribution of brochures in heavily frequented 
places. 

The selected contributors came from the public finance sector, financial sector, federations 
and training/information centres. To be more specific, the 2012 event was attended by a 
representative of the Directorate General of Taxation (DGI) and a representative of the 
Ministry of Industry and Small and Medium Enterprises (IPME). 

The event was organised in two phases – an initial preparation phase, which came to a close 
two weeks before the event, and a second phase consisting of the forum itself. 
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1st phase 

During the first phase, the financial institutions, training/information organisations and 
development actors prepared to participate in the 2nd forum were identified by the RDCED 
under the supervision of KfW. During this initial phase, it was vital to mobilise the participating 
organisations. In fact, the financial institutions had to be made aware of how they could benefit 
from the event in order to persuade them to keep statistics on the people who visited their 
stand and subsequently opened a bank account or applied for credit.  

The media coverage clearly indicated that entry to the forum was subject to a fee. Interested 
entrepreneurs thus needed to pay a token entry fee in order to receive an invitation. The 
preferred channels for the distribution of the invitations were the training centres (RDCED and 
UMOJA) and certain financial institutions (Mufesakin and Mecreco). It was considered 
opportune for business people to have to demonstrate their genuine interest in the event by 
actually going to one of these organisations in order to obtain their invitation. In addition, this 
made it possible to ensure that the entrepreneurs filled in a short form specifying their 
expectations. As a result, topics to be handled in the workshops were actually proposed on 
the registration forms of the entrepreneurs. The final selection of topics and thus contributors 
was made three weeks before the event in accordance with the preferences of the 
entrepreneurs. Ten days before the event, a meeting of the contributors took place in order to 
review the event of the previous year as a basis for this year's event. 

2nd phase 

The forum is intended to be formal yet convivial. To achieve this, the RDCED works to ensure 
that the entrepreneurs remain at the heart of the event. The chosen setting – the Protestant 
University of the Congo – is situated in the centre of the city and is well known to all. Each 
participant was given a folder containing the programme for the forum as well as a notepad 
and pen. In addition, a resumé of the 2011 forum was handed to each entrepreneur. 

During the official part of the forum, which was kept as short as possible, the authority figures 
and representatives took centre stage. A decision was taken not to reserve seats for the 
representatives of international organisations, since the organisers wished to place everybody 
on an equal footing. With the same aim, the representatives were expected to pay the token 
participation fee just like the entrepreneurs. 

In each workshop, a moderator and persons responsible for taking minutes were nominated. 
The persons responsible for taking the minutes were students of the CCAM and were also 
responsible for keeping an eye on the time and regularly informing the moderator of the 
amount of time that had already passed. Any questions which could not be answered during 
the forum could be noted down by the entrepreneurs and organisers in order to be used as 
topics for future "Access to finance" forums. Between the workshop sessions, time was 
allowed for the participants to visit the stands. 

After the workshops and before the farewell drinks, a review took place to ensure that the key 
messages arising from the 2012 forum would be retained by all. The review was prepared by 
the RDCED and presented by KfW. Representatives of the print, radio and television media 
were invited to attend the forum. KfW is responsible for ensuring that all media activities are 
monitored and checked. The RDCED is thus a facilitator whose job it is to present the project 
to the media and introduce the media to the key contributors of the forum. 
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3. PREPARATION FOR THE EVENT 

3.1 Design and production of communication aids 

The communication aids were designed by a young Congolese designer in close collaboration 
with KfW. The idea was to arrive at a logo for the forum and a poster for the 2012 event and to 
link the two in an illustrative manner in a way that would cause the public to remember the 
logo.  

Each of the bubbles in the logo represents a business-
relevant aspect, and all of these aspects are linked 
together. The logo is meant to convey a feeling of 
dynamism: The form of the lines connecting the bubbles 
suggests that the logo is moving. Each bubble can 
represent either a problem facing enterprises or an aspect of their environment. This means 
that the logo can be modified each year by varying the content of the bubbles whilst ensuring 
that it still remains recognisable. 

To a large extent, the poster mirrors the logo. To humanise the concept somewhat, a person 
has been added to the image. It was decided that 
this person should be an entrepreneur, since this 
would make it easier for the target audience to 
identify with him. The RDCED asked certain 
entrepreneurs if they would like to allow their image 
to be used, thus becoming a "visual ambassador of 
the forum" and representing a typical entrepreneur. 
Several people agreed. The designer himself took 
the photos. Each year, a "star of the forum" will be 
chosen from amongst the entrepreneurs. This 
person will appear on all of the media aids for the 
forum. 

On the poster, the person is pointing at one of the 
bubbles. The idea is that the entrepreneur is going 
to push the bubble, thus applying a force to the 
other bubbles in turn. The four topics handled in 
this year's workshops are identified in the bubbles. 

The entrepreneur is pointing at the "Access to Finance" bubble, i.e. the name of the forum. 
This is intended to portray the idea that by registering for the forum, an entrepreneur takes the 
first step towards mastering the issues represented by the other bubbles. 

The poster was displayed on two banners on the Victoire roundabout, which is an unmissable 
landmark at the very site of the forum – the Protestant University of the Congo. The poster 
was also printed in A3 format and displayed in companies and financial institutions as well as 
on some vending machines. 

Leaflets were also produced. The leaflets included the programme for the forum, the cost of 
participation and information on the financial institutions/training organisations with stands. 
They were made available to certain financial institutions and at the UMOJA and RDCED 
training centres. They were also distributed in public places.  
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3.2 Canvassing for entrepreneurs and the registration process 

Canvassing took place during June in collaboration with the NGO UMOJA and the financial 
institutions Mufesakin and Mecreco. UMOJA is an NGO which offers management training 
courses for entrepreneurs of today and of the future. Mufesakin and Mecreco are community-
based financial institutions which therefore know their customers extremely well. 

The posters were given out to people who described themselves as businessmen and women 
in the city streets. Canvassing was thus highly targeted. Interested entrepreneurs were 
required to go to a Mufesakin, Mecreco, UMOJA or RDCED centre. They were then given a 
questionnaire to complete in order to find out about the topics which most interested them. 

Efforts were made to contact the entrepreneurs who attended the 2011 forum using the 
contact information they had provided the year before. It was not possible to reach some of 
them by telephone. Of the 150 entrepreneurs who attended in 2011, more than 50 decided to 
register again for this year's event.  

3.3 Selection and preparation of topics and contributors 

The chosen topics relate to four issues which affect entrepreneurs: 

1. Financing 
2. Business management 
3. The rights and responsibilities of entrepreneurs vis-à-vis the state 
4. Federations and associations 

Following recommendations made by entrepreneurs in 2011, it was decided that the 
contributors would give a short presentation and then allow the entrepreneurs to express their 
opinions. After all, the idea was to give the floor to the entrepreneurs. For this reason, long 
speeches by contributors were discouraged. Nevertheless, it was also important to adequately 
define the topics so that subsequent discussions would be to the point. The explanations 
given by the contributors outlined the debate and updated the knowledge of the participants a 
little.  

Moreover, the entrepreneurs themselves had indicated a need for information. From the 2011 
event, it had become clear that some participants had the impression that they were 
contributing more than they were getting out of the event. For this reason, it was decided that 
this year the contributors would give a presentation of a few minutes in length on the topic at 
hand. To ensure good dynamics, the contributors needed to respond to each other, each 
presenting the problem from their own perspective. 

Since the number of entrepreneurs meant that it was not feasible to run a single workshop, it 
was decided that the guests would be placed into groups of 70 in four different rooms. Thus, 
each of the four workshops took place four times, once in each room.  

It seemed logical to invite representatives of a financial institution to deal with the topic of 
finance. Eight contributors were selected: four representatives of microfinance institutions and 
four of banks. Each contributor therefore only had to make one workshop presentation. 
Furthermore, they were required to observe the instruction to refrain from advertising their 
institution; the requirement was to present financing mechanisms in an objective way. In 
contrast, in the case of the other topics, two contributors in each case held their particular 
workshop four times. 
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Each workshop was structured in the same way as follows: 

1. Brief talk by two professionals in the field (5 to 10 minutes each) 
2. Guided discussion (30 minutes) 
3. Conclusion (10 minutes) 

The brief talks at the start of each workshop presented the principles or general state of affairs 
of the topic being discussed. All contributions and questions during the discussion phase had 
to be noted down. At the end of the discussion, the participants agreed on 4 points to be 
retained. The moderator helped them to do this. 

The discussions in each workshop were guided by a moderator who kept an eye on how 
much time was afforded to each contributor and the timing for each phase. To facilitate the 
exchange of opinions and the formulation of constructive conclusions, certain principles have 
been established for every forum: 

– All contributors helping to lead workshops must be neutral (particularly in the case of 
the financial institutions). Thus, they are not allowed to "get on their soapboxes". 

– The contributors must complement each other and avoid repeating each other 
wherever possible. 

– All participants (whether professionals or entrepreneurs) have something (experience 
or knowledge) to impart and to learn. For this reason, everyone is free to speak 
without allowing anyone to hog the floor. 

– Opinions should be stated freely yet courteously. The fundamental nature of this kind 
of exchange of opinions is that wars of words will not be tolerated and will be stopped 
in their tracks by the moderators. 

– The solution-oriented approach encourages reflection and the exchange of opinions.  

The goals to be achieved for the various topics are as follows: 

Topic  Goal  Suggested content  

Submitting a loan application 
 

To inform the entrepreneurs 
of the process to follow in 
order to obtain a loan or 
microcredit 

Conditions to be met 
depending on the amount 
requested 
Documents to be presented 
Steps to follow 

Developing self-financing 
ability  

To help the entrepreneurs to 
identify self-financing 
mechanisms 

Self-financing mechanisms 
Advantages and difficulties 
Advice/guidelines  

The impact of value added 
tax (VAT)1 on the activities of 
MSMEs 

To inform the entrepreneurs 
about how the VAT system 
works 

Calculating VAT 
Impact (+/-) 
Advice/guidelines  

Authorisations for various 
types of activity 
 

To inform the entrepreneurs 
about the procedure for 
formalising their activities 
further 

Registration procedure  
Documents to be held for 
various activities 
How to assert one's rights 

 

                                                 

 
1 VAT was introduced on 1 January 2012 in the DRC. It is still poorly understood by many entrepreneurs. 
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3.4 Work with the media 

In preparation for the "Access to Finance 2012" forum, KfW –in collaboration with the 
RDCED– organised a press conference at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, 13 June 2012 at "German 
House", the headquarters of KfW in Kinshasa. Various members of the press attended, 
including representatives of the Nouvel Observateur, Potentiel and Uhuru as well as the 
television channels RTNC, Canal King, Digital and Top Congo. The RTNC also made a radio 
broadcast. 

The head of KfW delegation presented the forum and then the RDCED team provided the 
journalists with certain logistical information. It should be noted here that the journalists were 
extremely appreciative of the organisation of the forum, since it was evident from their reports 
that they were well aware of a gap between state/financial institutions and the private sector. 

3.5 Preparation of logistics  

Like last year, the event took place at the Protestant University of the Congo. Since a greater 
number of entrepreneurs signed up for the event this year, four rooms were required for the 
workshops. The CCAM housed two of these rooms, whilst the others were within the 
university itself. The CCAM also prepared the premises and several of its students were able 
to help with the organisation of the forum. 

An event of this kind requires the installation of tents for the stands, the hiring of chairs, 
catering and more. The chosen service providers were small or medium Kinshasa-based 
companies. To allow them to be easily identified, the organisers all wore a shirt with the logo 
of the forum. The team consisted of members of the RDCED plus 10 hostesses. The security 
guards were provided by the university. 

4. REPORT ON THE DAY ITSELF 

4.1 Opening of the forum  

From 7 a.m., the financial institutions started to arrive to set out their stands. At around 8 a.m., 
the first of the entrepreneurs began to arrive. The official opening of the forum took place at 
9 a.m. The room was already full of entrepreneurs and representatives of the invited 
institutions. Members of the press were also present. 

Professor Patrick Bakengela Shamba, Director of the CCAM, was the moderator of the parts 
of the event which were attended by all. He launched the official part of the event by 
introducing the Rector of the UPC, Ngoy Boliya. The latter then bid welcome to the 2nd forum 
and expressed his pleasure at the number of participants. During the official part of the event, 
which was attended by all, Mr Horst Gruner, official representative of the German Embassy in 
the DRC, took the opportunity to speak. He stressed that access to finance is vital for MSMEs 
if they are to be able to develop. He then briefly reiterated and commented on the four topics 
of the 2012 forum. Finally, he formally declared the opening of this year's forum.  

Mr Jean-Claude Thetika Banzodila, Director General of the FPM (Fund for financial inclusion 
in DRC), then reiterated a few points as specified below: 

1. MSMEs have an important economic role: 

– They occupy an important position in the labour market, being responsible for 80  % of 
employment in the DRC. 

– They generate the bulk of household income. 
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– They actively participate in the growth of GDP.  
– They actively contribute to reducing poverty. 

2. Unfortunately, MSMEs are poorly understood and are adversely affected by: 

– a lack of statistics; 
– a long registration process and incentive-poor tax system; 
– the issue of an appropriate official definition; 
– the fact that their structure and size are poorly understood; 
– problems of governance; 
– the problem of access to the market; 
– low levels of access to finance (but this is definitely improving). 

3. MSMEs have difficulty accessing financing from banks even though they have a great need 
of such services. There are thus many obstacles in their path, including a lack of information 
and lengthy banking procedures. 

4. Over the past five years or so, the perception of the financial institutions with regard to 
MSMEs has begun to change, primarily due to: 

– the saturation of the market for large enterprises; 
– the need for the diversification of risks and sources of revenue; 
– the need to showcase their networks; 
– experiences showing that the MSME sector is becoming increasingly sound. 

As a result, the number of financed MSMEs doubled between 2007 and 2011. 

Mr Simon Bleidiesel, who is in charge of KfW's activities in the financial and private sector in 
DRC, next took the floor in order to quickly summarise the 2011 forum: 145 entrepreneurs 
took part in the event.  

A survey of 512 of these participants gave the following results: 

Question  Number Percentage  

Credit obtained? 37 73  % 

Management training? 35 69  % 

Company registered? 34 67  % 

Part of a group? 18 35  % 

He urged the entrepreneurs to make the most of this opportunity for dialogue with the 
representatives of the financial institutions.  

Following these speeches, the participants were invited to leave the room for a short coffee 
break. Since some of the entrepreneurs came straight to the room where the opening 
speeches had taken place, this was their first chance to discover the stands. However, before 
long the entrepreneurs were asked to make their way to the room assigned to them for the 
workshops.  

                                                 

 
2 This is the number of entrepreneurs who could be reached by telephone and subsequently agreed to answer a few 

questions. 
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4.2 Report on the workshops 

At the end of each workshop, the moderator reiterated the problems and solution approaches 
identified by the entrepreneurs and contributors.  

The conclusions reached in each room for each topic are summarised here as stated. 

Workshop 1: Developing self-financing ability 

Concerns and problems raised 

– How can financing be reduced by self-financing? 
– Poor knowledge of the concepts involved in amortisation 
– How should profit be managed? 
– Failure to master the operating account 
– Lack of training centres for appropriate technology 
– Difficulties in finding the money for self-financing measures 
– Difficulties in generating enough profit to cover investments 
– Economic environment offers little incentive for saving 
– Presence of various obstacles to increasing savings 
– The state of the country sometimes acts as a serious constraint upon potential 

financial independence 
– Ignorance on the part of the entrepreneur regarding the ability of his company to self-

finance 
– Confusion between the pockets of the entrepreneur and the company's coffers 
– Lack of savings culture due to poor savings rate 

Possible solutions and recommendations 

– Training in amortisation should take place to enable the financing of future projects. 
– It is important to ensure adequate savings. 
– Training is vital. 
– Saving is wise when waiting for bank credit, but there are also microfinance 

institutions, which will sometimes look after the needs of those who feel badly treated 
by the banks. 

– Entrepreneurs must cover part of the cost of their investments. 
– Entrepreneurs must develop the internal potential of their company. 
– Entrepreneurs must know how to save. 
– Entrepreneurs must avoid drawing upon company coffers for the requirements of 

consumption. 
– Entrepreneurs must have a clear investment plan and must be rigorous in the 

management of resources. 
– It is important to be aware of one's turnover in order to save and self-finance, thus 

avoiding a need to continuously chase the banks. 
– It is important to know how to best distribute profit: some for the entrepreneur, some 

for the company and some for the employees – not forgetting our African families. 
– A certain discipline is required in order to save. 
– Depreciation should be deducted to facilitate calculations. 
– It is important to be aware of the method for calculating the depreciation of 

manufacturing equipment. 
– The entrepreneur must be able to differentiate between his money and that of the 

company. 
– It is important to have a savings plan whilst developing one's ability to save in order to 

safeguard one's company. 
– Entrepreneurs should be sent to training centres. 
– Provisions and risks should be calculated. 
– Management structures for SMEs should be encouraged. 
– State subsidies for national entrepreneurs are important. 
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– It is important to know how to save or better develop the culture of regular saving 
since saving money in the medium or long term can lead to self-financing or financial 
independence.  

– Internal possibilities for financing investments should be explored. 
– Market research should be carried out before implementing a project to generate 

revenue. 
– It is important to restore self-confidence. 
– Entrepreneurs must approach training organisations. 
– It is important to reinvest each time you make a profit. 

Workshop 2: Impact of VAT on the activities of MSMEs 

Concerns and problems raised 

– How can capital be increased considering all the hassles of VAT? 
– Calculating VAT: setting the price before or after purchase 
– Pressure exerted by the state on payers due to payment terms 
– Poor knowledge of the benefits of VAT for entrepreneurs 
– How can VAT be reimbursed or returned to foreigners? 
– Lack of information on the procedure for reimbursing VAT credit to economic 

operators 
– It is considered unfair that VAT applies equally to all 
– Poor comprehension of VAT collection mechanisms 
– High VAT rate – why can't it be 5  % or 10  %? 
– Short duration of the VAT awareness campaign 
– Unfair competitive advantage of payers who are still operating informally 
– Moving from the DGI system to the business tax system 
– What are the advantages of a community of taxpayers? 
– Can the DGI organise a scheme for offsetting in respect of loans, instead of a long 

process? 
– Can't VAT vary instead of being fixed at 16  %? 
– Poor understanding of the role of SMEs from a point of view of tax obligations 

Possible solutions and recommendations 

– A revision of VAT legislation is currently being prepared. 
– Closer ties need to be developed with the tax administration of the Ministry of National 

Economy. 
– The VAT communication channels need to be diversified in the national languages. 
– VAT rates need to be made variable rather than one rate for all. 
– The awareness campaign for MSMEs needs to be reinforced. 
– The requisite means of communication must be made available to the DGI. 
– The Ministry of the Economy should be asked to contribute to future forums (for the 

calculation of prices). 
– General information on VAT should be made easier to understand. 
– The methods for calculating VAT must be communicated adequately. 
– The DGI must make economic participants more aware of the application of VAT. 
– The DGI should also investigate the impact of the application of VAT in all sectors with 

a view to modifying it depending on various factors. 

Workshop 3: Submitting a loan application 

Concerns and problems raised 

– When will credit be extended to the agricultural sector? 
– How is it possible to avoid excessive debt on the basis of a person's identity card? 
– Is it possible to access finance in order to invest in the formal sector when leaving the 

informal sector? 
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– We've noticed what looks like swindling in the calculation of the interest rates. Is this 
an error? 

– Why are so many demands made when we apply for credit? 
– Low interest on the part of banks for the handling of applications from the agricultural 

sector  
– Excessively high interest rates 
– Lack of flexibility in the granting of credit (the documents required by the bank take up 

time at town hall level) 
– Banks and microfinance institutions impoverish their clients even further 
– No grace period 
– Alignment of interest rate of microfinance institutions with that of commercial banks 
– Eligibility 
– Type of loan prioritised by the banks and microfinance institutions 
– Agriculture and farming are neglected even though they have great potential for 

reducing poverty 
– Can woodwork also be financed? 
– Lack of transparency on the part of entrepreneurs 
– Lack of experience on the part of entrepreneurs 
– Lack of interest of entrepreneurs in researching information 

Possible solutions and recommendations 

– Some banks are currently considering possibilities for financing projects in the 
agricultural sector and other banks already finance them. 

– Banks have ways of communicating amongst themselves in order to keep a check on 
possibilities for access to finance. 

– The bank can use your bank account status to identify your financing capacity and can 
guide you in implementing your projects.  

– The banks should help their customers obtain the required documents. 
– The banks should give entrepreneurs a grace period. 
– The banks should lower their interest rate. 
– There must be a difference between traditional banks and microfinance institutions 

(which are meant to help the poor and not make them poorer). 
– Microfinance institutions should respect their remit to help the poorest. 
– Agriculture and farming are also financed but this depends on the credibility of the 

economic participant who asks for or applies for credit. In addition, there are lots of 
organisations and institutions which take care of the needs of the agricultural and 
farming sector. 

– Woodwork is of course part of commerce, so joinery enterprises merely need to meet 
the set conditions in order to benefit from credit.  

– The banks must ensure their own survival, and their rates must be above those of the 
key interest rate of the Central Bank. 

– Enterprises must be transparent. 
– Customers do not necessarily need to go to the town hall to get these documents; 

they can contact their municipality.  
– The microfinance institutions must remember that they are intended to help the very 

poor. 
– Entrepreneurs must ensure transparency when submitting their loan application. 
– Conditions for access to finance need to be relaxed. 
– The microfinance institutions must know how to manage risks in order to avoid 

bankruptcy. 
– Specialist banks/institutions are required that concentrate on financing projects in the 

agricultural sector, for example. 
– Extremely short maturity terms must be revised by banks and microfinance 

institutions, as must high interest rates.    
– The credit application process needs to be made easier to understand from an 

objective and formal point of view. 
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– A good business plan must be presented. 
– It is important to sow the seeds for the possible future granting of credit by creating a 

relationship with a financial institution (creating history with that institution). 
– Collateral should be acquired in advance. 
– Your MSME should be identified. 
– The microfinance institutions must be able to manage risks properly in order to avoid 

bankruptcy. 

Workshop 4: Authorisations for various types of activity 

Concerns and problems raised 

– Categorising SMEs in terms of their turnover 
– Why do you have to renew your identification record each year? 
– Can you notarise a document twice? 
– Do you have to get authorisation to open just once or do you need to renew it after a 

while? 
– How do you pay the opening fees?  
– The amount specified by law is not always respected in practice. 
– Is it possible to give a better definition of which companies are subject to business tax 

and which are subject to the new business tax regime? 
– Environmental authorities hassle various traders about operating licences. 
– Improved categorisation of business tax types A, B, D, and D is required. 
– Increase in valuation officers 
– Lack of transparency 
– Lack of information 
– Brutality on the part of state officials 
– Insecurity of nationals 
– No support from the state 
– No attempts to make state officials more aware of the problems 
– No training for state officials 
– Unfair competition 
– Reluctance of the DGI to consider those formerly subject to the commercial register 

for the switch to the business tax regime 
– Hassle arising from multiple collection services for business tax, which is supposed to 

be paid once a year 
– How do you recognise a genuine document? 
– Lack of transparency in the categorisation of tax by the type of activity 
– Time taken to issue documents once all of the fees and costs prescribed in law have 

been settled  
– Entrepreneurs encourage the plethora of taxes by giving money to the pseudo-

collectors. 
– Certain elements elude entrepreneurs when it comes to the management of their 

businesses. 
– Lack of knowledge of official documents (problem arising from lack of training and 

information) 
– Problems relating to the situation in each area, such as the issue of poverty which 

impels certain officials to commit fraud 

Possible solutions and recommendations 

– Authorisation is granted once for an indefinite period of time unless your 
regime/activities change. 

– Ask all officials claiming to be from any authority who turn up at your premises to show 
you their official paperwork. 

– The number of taxes needs to be reduced. 
– The rate system must be published. 
– Methods of payment for requesting documents must be revised, e.g. via banks. 
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– Professional associations should be formed. 
– The various price categories for each activity should be published in every single 

town. 
– A single office for the collection of all fees should be established. 
– State officials should treat entrepreneurs with respect. 
– The steps involved in acquiring legal documents should be made more accessible to 

the public. 
– Contact the responsible authority before commencing any activity to find out about the 

relevant documents for the sector. 
– Always go to the responsible place or authority to make payments. 
– Read and make yourself familiar with the various laws governing entrepreneurs so 

that you are not at the mercy of crooks. 
– Communication between state organisations and entrepreneurs should be facilitated. 

4.3 Visits to the stands 

The stands were open to the public throughout the day. Representatives of the MSME 
departments of the financial institutions and account managers manned the stands. The 
people in charge of the stands welcomed the many discussions they were able to have with 
entrepreneurs. Moreover, on 29 June a large number of students at the university took the 
opportunity to visit the stands. 

This represented a chance to find out about the various products offered by the financial 
institutions and – in particular – their prices and terms. 

One of the stands was manned by CARA, a local NGO which is planning to implement a 
series of Nzete ya Masolo (Radio Business Club) broadcasts for entrepreneurs. It offered 
topical discussions to the entrepreneurs. 

4.3 Summary and closing of the forum 

The forum finished with a brief plenary session where the main conclusions of each workshop 
were presented by one of the moderators. 

To sum up: 

– The entrepreneurs are aware that they can be trained and would like the state to 
supervise such services (workshop 1). 

– The entrepreneurs would like to receive more information from the state when a tax or 
duty is introduced (workshop 2). 

– The entrepreneurs understand that the financial institutions need to assess risks when 
deciding whether to grant credit; however, they would like to see more flexible 
procedures (workshop 3). 

– The entrepreneurs are aware that they need to seek information on required 
authorisations before launching any business activity (workshop 4). 

Mr Simon Bleidiesel of KfW officially closed the forum at around 6 p.m. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As can be seen, the recommendations of the workshops were relatively specific. 
Nevertheless, it is evident from reading them that dialogue between the financial institutions, 
the state and entrepreneurs could be improved. This is something which will slowly progress 
as more forums take place in the future.  
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With regard to this year's event, it is obvious that entrepreneurs do not have sufficient access 
to information. The state publishes decrees and laws in order to simplify the legal framework, 
but entrepreneurs do not have access to this information. This results in frustration and refusal 
to pay taxes which are considered to be new (like VAT) but which in fact are merely 
replacements for previous types of tax. Moreover, the federations are too detached from 
businesses according to the entrepreneurs. It is therefore important to find communication 
channels which are able to reach MSMEs. 

The entrepreneurs would also like it to be made easier to pay taxes and duties. It turns out 
that cash payments simply contribute to confusion. Secure payments via banks are to be 
recommended. It should also be noted that making payments through a bank allows the 
smallest of enterprises to establish a relationship of familiarity with a financial institution. 

Training is in demand amongst entrepreneurs. The great majority feel a need to improve their 
management skills so that they can better control their business activity. Although 
entrepreneurs recognise that they don't speak the same language as the financial institutions, 
few amongst them realise that management training could help them here, too. Whilst 
entrepreneurs use the words "turnover" and "amortisation", few of them seem to realise the 
full meaning of the concepts. They believe that financial institutions are suspicious of them 
because they "offer scant guarantee of repayment" and, consequently, financial resources. On 
the other hand, the financial institutions voiced the opinion that the enterprises use too few 
reliable financial tools.  

Many participants appreciated being able to talk to representatives of the financial institutions 
in a friendly manner and on the neutral ground of the university. And a healthy spirit of 
competition motivated the financial institutions present. The recommendation is that the 
conclusions reached in this year's workshops be used as the basis for discussions on the 
choice of topics for the 2013 forum. 

As the forum acquires more and more recognition each year, it is likely that banks, 
microfinance institutions, credit unions, associations, federations, and representatives of the 
state will be increasingly interested in participating. For this reason, they should be involved in 
the choice of workshop topics. 

Although some participants would prefer for the forum to be spread over two days, it is 
recommended that we stick to one day in order to keep the cost of participation relatively low 
and to ensure efficient debate. 

One of the keys to the success of the forum is the fact that the participants are active 
entrepreneurs. For this reason, canvassing for participants must remain highly targeted. 

Workshop debates should be kept harmonious by keeping the number of persons in each 
room to around 60. 

The participants stressed the importance of continuing the forum in future years. Some of 
them have already declared their intention to attend in 2013. 
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6. THE EVENT IN PHOTOS 
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7. ANNEXES 

7.1 Agenda of the day 

7.2 Speech by the representative of the German Embassy in the DRC 

Mr Rector of the UPC;  

Ladies and Gentlemen; 

Representatives of financial institutions;  

Business leaders;  

Distinguished guests: 
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It is an honour to be able to open this 2nd discussion forum for micro, small and medium 
enterprises and financial institutions, organised jointly by German Financial Cooperation and 

erprise with the assistance of the Congolese-German Centre for 
stant University of the Congo.  

ed contributors – who will be leading the debates 
o reiterate the problems which led to Germany's 

sector of the Democratic Republic of the Congo is characterised by its 
many MSMEs, which represent more than 60 % of household incomes. And if we want this 

current climate in the DRC, the 

he 2nd "Access to finance" forum, we shall try 

The
ask

We
and
una
pur

I ho
and

r the annual welcome 

DRC Development Ent
Microfinance of the Prote

Before handing you over to our esteem
throughout this forum – I would like t
involvement here.  

The private enterprise 

revenue to increase and the country to experience sustained growth, which is one of the 
objectives of the German initiative, then we must commit to helping MSMEs.  

All MSMEs are faced with the same problem: access to finance to enable them to launch, 
expand and develop their products and services. In the 
difficulties faced by enterprises are mainly due to the fundamental issues of information and 
training.  

With the aim of addressing this problem in this, t
to provide information and training to entrepreneurs on the following topics:  

1. How do you choose a bank? In other words, how should entrepreneurs proceed in order 
to establish a mutually beneficial relationship with a local financial institution?  

2. What is the business world like at present? This includes understanding the impact of 
VAT on products and so on.  

3. How can companies work together? This means learning how you can work with 
partners and exploit synergies with other companies.  

4. And finally, how can you improve your own company? This involves modern 
management techniques.  

se four topics will be dealt with in different discussion groups, where all of you will be 
ed to make your very own valuable contributions without reserve.  

 therefore ask that entrepreneurs feel at liberty to approach the various information centres 
 financial institutions represented today if there are any questions which remain 
nswered following the group discussions. These organisations have set up stands for this 
pose in the courtyard.  

pe that through this forum we will be making a practical contribution to the ongoing training 
 information needs of entrepreneurs. 

I would like to close my speech by thanking all of those who have shown interest in this 
initiative. Many thanks to our partners, who are present in this room, and in particular to the 
Protestant University of the Congo, represented here by its Rector, fo
given to us in this pleasant setting for exchanging opinions and reflecting upon ideas.  

Many thanks to you all. 
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7.3 Presentation of financial institutions 

Comment présenter un dossier de 
demande de crédit ?

Conditions d’ordre général

Banque

• Être client

• Entreprise (AGR)

• Projet 

• Pièce d’identité

• Garantie

• Documents 

IMF

• Être client

• Entreprise (AGR)

• Projet 

• Pièce d’identité

• Garantie

• Documents 

Critères d’évaluation

Banque

• Caution (garanties)

• Capacité (bénéfice) 

• Capital (net positif)

• Condition (besoin)

• Caractère (volonté) 

IMF

• Caution (garanties)

• Capacité (bénéfice) 

• Capital (net positif)

• Condition (besoin)

• Caractère (volonté) 

Éléments du dossier
Banque

• Documents de commerce 
(NRC, Id Nat, permis, 
autorisation,…)

• États financiers

• Projet d’investissement

• Documents des garanties

• Extrait de compte 

IMF

• Documents de commerce 
(autorisation, permis, 
patente, …)

• Copie de la pièce d’identité 
• Autres documents (livre de 

caisse, cahier de stock, 
cahier de vente)

• Documents des garanties
• Extrait de compte 
• Preuve de paiement des 

frais de dossier

Étapes à suivre

Banque

• Demande de crédit 
(lettre)

• Étude du projet

• Analyse  et contre  
vérification

• Validation

• Contractualisation

IMF

• Demande de crédit 
(formulaire)

• Collecte des données 
et analyse

• Analyse  et contre  
vérification

• Validation

• Contractualisation

Discussion 
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7.3 List of moderators in the break-out sessions 

Topis  Moderators  Rooms 

RAWBANK (Matthieu MENASE) 

ADVANS (Patrick KASUYI)  
A 

BIAC (Marie-Caddy SANGANA)  

MECRECO (Alain MUSHAGALUSA)  
B 

TMB (Patrick MUKE)  

OPPORTUNITY (Christian NKAYILU)  
C 

PROCREDIT (Gaylhord OMASALE) 

Financial Institutions 

How to present a credit dossier 
to a financial institution? 

MUFESAKIN (Germaine MASENGU)  
D 

CADEA (Dominique MBAYA)  A&C 

UMOJA (Patrick MUSUMPI) B&D 

Training Canters : 

How to reach financial self-
sufficiency? CADICEC (Joseph MAYALA)  ABCD 

IPME (Saleh LOHAHE) Government :  

Which permit for what activity? Avocat (Odulphe MAYEMBA) 
ABCD 

DGI (Samuel TSHISUAKA)  Government / Federation :  

Impact of VAT on MSME FEC (Joseph KASEYA) 
ABCD 
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7.5 List of exhibitors 
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7.6 List of MSME respresentatives 

N° First- and last name Sex Room 
1 Adèle ZOMBA MASIDI F C 
2 Adeline LAYNE F C 
3 Adolphe MAWETE GHANDJI  M A 
4 Agnès LUSAMBA F A 

5 Aimé KUSAKISILA M B 
6 Aimé MAMBU M D 
7 Aimée MALWA MAVITA F D 
8 Aimée KAJ MULONG F C 
9 Alain TUPA M B 
10 Albert NAWAYA MOKE M B 

11 Albert WAKUBUSU M A 
12 Albertine DIZA F D 
13 Alfred MAMBO M B 
14 Alfred TSHAMBA LUMUMBA M C 
15 Along MASWA M  
16 Alphonsine KHASA TUBI F A 

17 Anatole KUBIKULA M B 
18 André KIPALAY M A 
19 André KUTIOTILA M B 
20 André MADIMBA  M B 
21 Ange PUATI LUZOLO M A 
22 Anicet BILALA M D 

23 Annick PHEMBA MWATHA F A 
24 Annie BAMBE F B 
25 Antoine NKUMU ILUNGU M D 
26 Antoinette TSHIKA F A 
27 Arsène VUSHI J. M D 
28 Arthur APANDA MOZOKOMBO M A 

29 Assou MUKALA F C 
30 Augustin LUTETE M  
31 Augustine BALOKI MUSANGULA M C 
32 Baby MASUMU NZOLAMESO F C 
33 Basile BAVUWU BALU NSEMI M B 
34 Bayson MUNABA M B 
35 Beatrice BOLENGE MPIAMBOMBI F B 

36 Beatrice NKOTE F A 
37 Beatrice SHOMALI F D 
38 Beko PANDA M C 
39 Bénédicte BASUAMINA F C 
40 Bénédicte GERARD DABIN F D 
41 Bernard BUTELA M B 

42 Bernard MUTAKAMBA MVIDIE M C 
43 Bernice MBADU F C 
44 Betty ATUNDU F A 
45 Betty MULANGA KADIMA F D 
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46 Bibi MAKIESE F D 
47 Bienvenu ALUME LUASA M D 
48 Biongo SEBA SONKWE M C 
49 Blaise DIMPENGI M D 
50 Bob MAVINGA M A 
51 Boniface EMUNGU NDJENDE M B 

52 Bonnard MULENDA M C 
53 Bovi NSIADI M  
54 Carine DIKISI F B 
55 Carmel F C 
56 Carmen NKANDIKILA WA MULONGO F B 
57 Castro MAYOMBO MABOSO M D 

58 Cathy MBUYI F B 
59 Cécile LUPETU F D 
60 Cédric ARMIEN M B 
61 Cédric MATENDA LIKITA M D 
62 Célestine KABU F A 
63 Chantal ABAKWER F D 

64 Chantal LELO F D 
65 Charles KALAKI M  
66 Charles KASENDE M C 
67 Charles MUKANDA OLEEN M C 
68 Chou Gabin KALONJI NGOYI M D 
69 Christelle KAPAYA F D 

70 Christian BAMBA TADI DIANGOLO M D 
71 Christophe SHUKRANI MURONDA  M C 
72 Claude LUZA M  
73 Claude MIJI M A 
74 Claudine KEMBO F  
75 Crispin MBUYI NDUME M D 

76 David KALEKA NKENZENGA M B 
77 David KAMBU M A 
78 Delphin NSEKA M A 
79 Delphine ASSUMANI F D 
80 Denis BADIBANGA TSHIMAMA M B 
81 Deo Gracias NYEMBO M D 

82 Didier KUDIAKUBANZA M B 
83 Didier NDIMBANI KASONGO M C 
84 Dieu merci MAFUTA KUDINGA M D 
85 Dodo BALU M B 
86 Dominique NGALAMULUME TSHIBASU M A 
87 Doudou BAMANDA F A 

88 Eddy NDJADI M D 
89 Edgar ALONG KANON M A 
90 Édith MASAMBA SITUWE F C 
91 Edwige TAKIZALA F C 
92 Égide Julien SANGO NYEMBO MOTHA M C 
93 Elie KABASELE M B 
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94 Élysée MALU BUNGI F B 
95 Émérence BAFUIDISONI F A 
96 Emery KIBAMBE KISELE M B 
97 Émilie BAYI F D 
98 Emmanuel André ANGULU ANA NGOMBI  M C 
99 Emmanuel Michel KAYEMBA MUKENYA M A 

100 Emmanuel-Rolland TSHAMALA LUBANDISHA M A 
101 Eric MULENDA M D 
102 Eric NSABOHANZA BOKULAKA M C 
103 Esther DONDJA F B 
104 Esther KASANDJI F A 
105 Esther SAFI SAIDI F B 

106 Etienne KOMBI DENDE M C 
107 Etienne TSHIBIYA ILUNGA M A 
108 Évariste MUNUKU M B 
109 Evelyne F. F D 
110 Félicien M C 
111 Fidele NZIMBULA LUNZOLA M A 

112 Fiston BALIBU WATSE M A 
113 Flore MASSA F A 
114 Francine MAKUNA NZEKU F B 
115 François MUKENDI M D 
116 Freddy KYWAWA M C 
117 Freddy MUSAMPA M D 

118 Gabriel KUMBUKI PHOLO M D 
119 Gabriel LUMONA KISOKO M D 
120 Gabriel TELO MASINDA M A 
121 Gege F A 
122 Georges MATENDA M C 
123 Georges TSHIAMA M A 

124 Georgette KALENGA TSHIANSAMBA  F D 
125 Germaine KWALU NZITA F A 
126 Ghislain LOMAMI M A 
127 Gilbert LUHUNGA M D 
128 Gustave NGOIE MUNKOKOLE  M B 
129 Guy alain NANGA MBENZA M B 

130 Henriette LONDO FIDAMI ISIA F C 
131 Henriette SUKU F A 
132 Héritier M  
133 Hugues LUTUMBA M B 
134 Huguette BOKA F C 
135 Irène AKWETIP BIS INTSHUNG F D 

136 Isabelle MUSHIYA MULUMBA F D 
137 Israël MBUYAMBA M D 
138 Jacob BOLAMBA ISANO M A 
139 Jacqueline KASHILU F B 
140 Jean NTAMBWE NGONGO M B 
141 Jean-Claude MATONDO KINZONZI M C 
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142 Jean-Marie LUMBALA M B 
143 Jean-Marie MBUYI M  
144 Jean-Michel TSHIMANGA M B 
145 Jeanne-Pierrette MPIANA TSHIDIBI F D 
146 Jeannette KINOKA KAZIBENEKO F C 
147 Jeannette MBUBA F  

148 Jean-Pathou LUNZITISA M A 
149 Jean-Pierre ILUNGA M C 
150 Jean-Pierre KIDIMA NDOMBOLOZI M C 
151 Jean-Pierre MBOMBI M A 
152 Jean-Pierre NGBUASU M D 
153 Jean-René MBUMBA M  

154 Jérôme KIKOMBO MAYUMBU M A 
155 Jérôme TONGOSO LITOMBO  M C 
156 Jim NALUMBU MABEKA M C 
157 Joe TEKASALA M C 
158 John DIUMI M C 
159 Jonathan ASSANI MULAMBA M B 

160 Jose KUKA TSHAKALA M D 
161 Joseph DIAFUKA LULUNDADIO M C 
162 Joseph KABWIKA MWANZA M B 
163 Joséphine LILALA F B 
164 Julie IYALA BONGWALANGA F B 
165 July MPUTU F  

166 Junior MISIMO M B 
167 Justin MBUYI BAKEBA LUPETU M C 
168 Kadi KADIMA M B 
169 Kake Djolu BOSELEKA LOOLA M C 
170 Kassim KASSIM MUSSY M D 
171 Kevin MBINDULU M B 

172 La paix LUKANGA M C 
173 Lambert BUHIKA M C 
174 Laurent NASSIBU M B 
175 Léa ARMIEN F C 
176 Leonard ABULUNGA MONGA M B 
177 Léonie MUTUFIKE F  

178 Léonie WALELO F C 
179 Léontine MAFUTA MPAWE F B 
180 Louise DIKANGA F  
181 Lubaki MBUTA M D 
182 Lylie ASINGA KOY F D 
183 Macaire ISUNGI M A 

184 Malou KABAMBA MALONGA F A 
185 Mamie FALANGA F A 
186 Mamie-Claudia PENDA MBIMBO F C 
187 Marcelin MOKUBA MABRUK M D 
188 Marguerite TINGOU F A 
189 Marie Josée KAPINGA F D 
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190 Marie Josée MULAMBA LOWA ZAMURUDI F C 
191 Marie MPALA ALEKI M D 
192 Marie-Christine YANGUNDE SAMBYA F A 
193 Marie-Hélène NGOIE SANGO F C 
194 Marie-Louise MAYOYO F A 
195 Marie-Marthe YELEKA F B 

196 Masokolo LUYEYE F  
197 Matondo NSAKALA M B 
198 Matthieu MWALA NTUMBA M D 
199 Mbele NSEMI M D 
200 Mbengi MUSA M C 
201 Merlyne KINTALA F B 

202 Mewa NTSIAMA M  
203 Mimie BANDENGA F C 
204 Mimie MALWA MAKIESE F C 
205 Modeste KIDINDA M C 
206 Mysteng M'BANDA M D 
207 Nadège TSHIABU KALONJI F B 

208 Nadine MATADI F D 
209 Naomie NTUMBA MAKENGO F A 
210 Natacha KASONGO F B 
211 Nathalie MBINDE F B 
212 Nénette NGITUKA F B 
213 Nerlyne SALIMA F C 

214 Nestor TSHIYOMBO M A 
215 Nicolas BIFU MANTETIKA M A 
216 Nicolas MBUYAMBA M  
217 Nive KAPAYA M C 
218 Nzazi LUVUEZO M A 
219 Odette KASANJI KAMBALA F C 

220 Odette MBELA F D 
221 Odile NSONA F B 
222 Olga SEWELO LUWAWANU F C 
223 Omer KYALIMBA M A 
224 Orman MANEJA M A 
225 Osée MUSOY M A 

226 Pascal ELOFA M A 
227 Pascal MUSOLE M D 
228 Paul BONDA M D 
229 Paul KABEMBA KALAMBAY M A 
230 Paulin MAKOKO M D 
231 Peter MATUNDU MUTELU M  

232 Pétronelle BONGALA MANIA F C 
233 Philémon BILONGO L. SUMBA M A 
234 Philippe GERARD M A 
235 Pierre KEBA M  
236 Pierrette MUNGUNGU F A 
237 Pierrette VAKALA F B 
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238 Pius MAYABA M C 
239 Placide MANINGAMA M D 
240 Popaul NZALI BALONDO M B 
241 Poupon MABOKA M D 
242 Prince Claude MAKAMA NKIOMO M B 
243 Raphael MATOKO VUNDAO M D 

244 Raphael MBIYAVANGA M A 
245 Rebecca AKOSIA THETHE F B 
246 Rémy LUZOLO DINTELE M A 
247 Représentant CIDHE  D 
248 Ricky NSEKA  M C 
249 Robert Déo Gracias KIFUTI GIKANI M A 

250 Roger NGINDAMBA M C 
251 Romanie KUMARI F C 
252 Rose UYAKA UKANDA F C 
253 Salome KAVIRA F B 
254 Schuman KIMBANGU  M B 
255 Serge NGOY WA KIBEYA M B 

256 Simon KAMBU KHUWA M B 
257 Simon-Pierre MALWA MAVITA M B 
258 Solange NYENYEZI F C 
259 Somari FAITI M  
260 Sophie BENANSILULU NDENGANI F A 
261 Sylvie MBOLIHUNDOHO MANGIEVULU F D 

262 Thaddée KANDE MUKALA KANKU M B 
263 Théo SIKU KIKUNGA M A 
264 Théophile MPEMBELE MABILAMA M B 
265 Thérèse NTUMBA KUDINGA F A 
266 Timothée KADIMA M C 
267 Trésor DIEMBI NDONDELE M D 

268 Valentin TEMBE MWELA M B 
269 Vambin MAVUNGU MBO M C 
270 Victor KAPITEN BONSO M A 
271 Vincent TSHIBAKELULA M A 
272 Vitaline PILI PILI F D 
273 William MPUTU LUTUMBA M B 

274 William PANZU MBONZA M C 
275 Wylliarmine LUYEYE MAYAMBA F A 
276 Yves NIENIE MWANALUMBU M C 
277 Yvon DIWA NTESA M C 
278 Zacharie DIEMBI NDONDELE M A 
279 Zacharie MATUMBA M D 
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7.7 List of institutional representatives 

N° Institution First- and last name Room 
1 ADVANS Patrick KASUYI A 
2 ADVANS Prisca NSHOMBO stand 
3 ADVANS Steven COPIAS stand 
4 AVOCAT Odulphe MAYAMBA  

5 BELGIQUE Celio MAYAMBA  
6 BIAC Marie Caddy SANGANA B 
7 BIAC Fabri FRANÇOIS stand 
8 BIAC Hervé TSHIDEDE stand 
9  BIC Bob MANKENDA NKOSI B 
10 BIC Raïssa LUVUANDE ANZADI stand 

11 BIC Yannick BONGONDA TOKO A 
12 BIC Leduc Marc MALUBU LUKULA  B 
13 BIC Gloire MATALA MABIALA stand 
14 BIC Bijou Myriam KINZUMBI PULULU  stand 
15 BIC Christelle OLUBUA C 
16 BIC Vick HIANA D 

17 BIC Raymond LOAMBO A 
18 BIC Rudy MOKABI D 
19 CADEA Dominique MBAYA  
20 CADICEC Joseph MAYALA  
21 CARA Jean-Christophe MAISIN C 
22 CARA Dido BWELESE stand 

23 CARA Huguette  stand 
24 CONGOCREDIT Serge  B 
25 COODEFI SINDANI D 
26 COODEFI KAMBALE A 
27 COOPEC BUK . Day RUDAHINDWA  
28 COPAM Clément MWEMBIA  

29 DFID Euan MacMILLAN D 
30 DGI Samuel TSHISUAKA  
31 FEC Joseph KASEYA  
32 FINCA Roberto KINDIONGA stand 
33 FINCA Dieudonné KAYEMBE stand 
34 FINCA Jenny TRINH A 
35 FINCA Jean KABONGO B 

36 FINCA Anuarite KUTUNGULU C 
37 FINCA Albert TSHIKALA D 
38 FINCA Achille INDOLO A 
39 FINCA Guy MAMBUENI B 
40 FS Martin CREMER  
42 HOPE Modeste B 

41 HOPE Didier KAZADI C 
42 HOPE Luciane OBEY D 
43 HOPE Etienne  A 
44 IFC Papy TSHABA B 
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45 IFC Joseph René FINUNU C 
46 IFC Albert KAMBA D 
47 IFC Justin KUYANGUMUNU A 
48 IFC Odette CHIKWANINE B 
49 IFC KABUYA D 
50 IFC Gabriel OKUSA A 

51 IFC Kuku DIANTAMA stand 
52 IMF CREP Donatien D 
53 IMF CREP Sandra NYEMBO A 
54 IPMEA Saleh LOHAHE  
55 KFW Cathy MBUNGANI  
56 KFW Simon BLEIDIESEL  

57 LIFEVEST Jean-Pierre ILUNGA C 
58 MECRECO Alain MUSHAGALUSA B 
59 MECRECO Rachel OTEMA stand 
60 MECRECO Fidele NYANDU stand 
61 MECRECO Pascal NTAMBAKA NSARHAZA D 
62 MECRECO Justin KUKUMBE WALAMBE A 

63 MECRECO Elodie BASIMAGE B 
64 MECRECO Bibiane BENEDICTO BONGO C 
65 MECRECO Gustave BASHIYE AKANDA  
66 MECRECO Joseph AMISI  
67 MECRECO SALA D 
68 MECRECO BARAWA A 

69 MUFESAKIN Germaine MASENGU D 
70 MUFESAKIN Agathe LOANGO A 
71 MUFESAKIN Alice APENDEKI B 
72 MUFESAKIN Mireille KINEMU C 
73 MUFESAKIN Majolie MBUYI stand 
74 OPEC Samuel AMISI KALUME B 

75 OPEC KALAY BALELANDE C 
76 OPEC Junior KALENGULA KUPA D 
77 OPEC WETUKALA ZIMBOBE A 
78 OPEC NSEYA SEYETTE D 
79 OPPORTUNITY Christian NKAYILU C 
80 OPPORTUNITY Patrick KATUNGA stand 

81 OPPORTUNITY Nadine PEMBELE stand 
82 OPPORTUNITY Esperance NSARHAZA B 
83 OPPORTUNITY Gladys KALOMBOLA D 
84 OXUS Martin KANU stand 
85 OXUS Nelly BALONDO stand 
86 OXUS Christiana Finotti D 

87 PNUD  Stephane AMANI B 
88 PROCREDIT Gaylord OMASALE D 
89 RAWBANK Laurence FEZA A 
90 RAWBANK Mamy FLAURENCE stand 
91 RAWBANK Antoine stand 
92 RAWBANK Bernadette DIATOMBA Lau BINDA D 
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93 RAWBANK Candy A 
94 RAWBANK Matthieu B 
95 SNV Gerlayphe TCHUNZA  
96 TMB Patrick MUKE C 
97 TMB Aurélie MUPAPA stand 
98 TMB Patrick LEVO stand 

99 TRIAS Lies van Mullen D 
100 UMOJA Patrick MUSUMPE B+D 
101 UMOJA Tatiana MUJINGA D 
102 UMOJA Justin C 
103 UMOJA Frederick stand 
104 UMOJA Serge LETA stand 

105 VIANOVA Richard MADIMBA  
106 VOLAF Jeansard  

  

 

7.8 Organisational team 

Name Role Contact Institution 

Simon BLEIDIESEL Responsable de l’évènement Simon.Bleidiesel@kfw.de  KFW 

Cathy MBUNGANI 
Responsable des contacts avec 
les bailleurs de fonds, les IMF, 
les institutions bancaires, etc. 

Cathy.Mbungani@kfw.de  KFW 

Marie Hélène BRASEY Responsable de l’organisation 

+243812325230 

rdcentreprisesdeveloppement
@gmail.com  

RDCED 

Junior KALONJI Modérateur +243810753809 RDCED 

Éleuthère MVUNDA Modérateur +243810839548 RDCED 

Sigis ABERI Modérateur +243816519712 RDCED 

Bienvin NGOMBO Modérateur +243812700049 RDCED 

Henri KILANDI Chargé de la logistique +243822960854 RDCED 

Philippe MUKUNAYI Chargé de Protocole +243810611272 RDCED 

Antoine King KIMFUTI Chargé de stands +243820954193 RDCED 

Espérant Concepteur du logo & l’affiche kdesign.freelance@gmail.com  
K-rine 
Design 

Ortie MATOMBA Service traiteur et décoration +243811402299 
LA 
GRAINE 
D’ORTIE 

Patrick NIATI Reportage photos et vidéos +243895152872 
PATRICK 
PHOTOS 

Fonfi Lumbuambu Concepteur du site internet +243816202008 Fonfi 

mailto:Simon.Bleidiesel@kfw.de
mailto:Cathy.Mbungani@kfw.de
mailto:rdcentreprisesdeveloppement@gmail.com
mailto:rdcentreprisesdeveloppement@gmail.com
mailto:kdesign.freelance@gmail.com


7.9 Media Coverage 

 

 

Uhuru 17.06.2012 

 

 

Le Potentiel 18.06.2012 

 

 



 L'Observateur 18.06.2012 

 
 

 Le Potentiel 02.07.2012 
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L'Observateur 02.07.2012 
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Uhuru 05.07.2012
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Uhuru 05.07.2012 (2nd part) 

 

La Colombe 03.07.2012 
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